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Abstract—Numerous consumer reviews of products are now available on the Internet. Consumer reviews contain rich and valuable
knowledge for both firms and users. However, the reviews are often disorganized, leading to difficulties in information navigation and
knowledge acquisition. This article proposes a product aspect ranking framework, which automatically identifies the important
aspects of products from online consumer reviews, aiming at improving the usability of the numerous reviews. The important product
aspects are identified based on two observations: 1) the important aspects are usually commented on by a large number of
consumers and 2) consumer opinions on the important aspects greatly influence their overall opinions on the product. In particular,
given the consumer reviews of a product, we first identify product aspects by a shallow dependency parser and determine consumer
opinions on these aspects via a sentiment classifier. We then develop a probabilistic aspect ranking algorithm to infer the importance
of aspects by simultaneously considering aspect frequency and the influence of consumer opinions given to each aspect over their
overall opinions. The experimental results on a review corpus of 21 popular products in eight domains demonstrate the effectiveness
of the proposed approach. Moreover, we apply product aspect ranking to two real-world applications, i.e., document-level sentiment
classification and extractive review summarization, and achieve significant performance improvements, which demonstrate the
capacity of product aspect ranking in facilitating real-world applications.
Index Terms—Product aspects, aspect ranking, aspect identification, sentiment classification, consumer review, extractive review
summarization

1

I NTRODUCTION

R

ECENT years have witnessed the rapidly expanding e-commerce. A recent study from ComScore
reports that online retail spending reached $37.5 billion
in Q2 2011 U.S. [5]. Millions of products from various
merchants have been offered online. For example, Bing
Shopping1 has indexed more than five million products.
Amazon.com archives a total of more than 36 million products. Shopper.com records more than five million products
from over 3,000 merchants. Most retail Websites encourage consumers to write reviews to express their opinions
on various aspects of the products. Here, an aspect, also
called feature in literatures, refers to a component or an
attribute of a certain product. A sample review “The battery
life of Nokia N95 is amazing." reveals positive opinion on the
aspect “battery life" of product Nokia N95. Besides the retail

1. www.bing.com/shopping.
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Websites, many forum Websites also provide a platform
for consumers to post reviews on millions of products. For
example, CNet.com involves more than seven million product reviews; whereas Pricegrabber.com contains millions of
reviews on more than 32 million products in 20 distinct categories over 11,000 merchants. Such numerous consumer
reviews contain rich and valuable knowledge and have
become an important resource for both consumers and
firms [9]. Consumers commonly seek quality information
from online reviews prior to purchasing a product, while
many firms use online reviews as important feedbacks
in their product development, marketing, and consumer
relationship management.
Generally, a product may have hundreds of aspects.
For example, iPhone 3GS has more than three hundred
aspects (see Fig. 1), such as “usability," “design," “application," “3G network." We argue that some aspects are more
important than the others, and have greater impact on
the eventual consumers’ decision making as well as firms’
product development strategies. For example, some aspects
of iPhone 3GS, e.g., “usability" and “battery," are concerned
by most consumers, and are more important than the others such as “usb" and “button." For a camera product, the
aspects such as “lenses" and “picture quality" would greatly
influence consumer opinions on the camera, and they are
more important than the aspects such as “a/v cable" and
“wrist strap." Hence, identifying important product aspects
will improve the usability of numerous reviews and is
beneficial to both consumers and firms. Consumers can
conveniently make wise purchasing decision by paying

c 2013 IEEE. Personal use is permitted, but republication/redistribution requires IEEE permission.
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Fig. 1. Numerous aspects of the product iPhone 3GS.
Fig. 2. Flowchart of the proposed product aspect ranking framework.

more attentions to the important aspects, while firms
can focus on improving the quality of these aspects and
thus enhance product reputation effectively. However, it is
impractical for people to manually identify the important
aspects of products from numerous reviews. Therefore, an
approach to automatically identify the important aspects is
highly demanded.
Motivated by the above observations, we in this paper
propose a product aspect ranking framework to automatically identify the important aspects of products from online
consumer reviews. Our assumption is that the important
aspects of a product possess the following characteristics:
(a) they are frequently commented in consumer reviews;
and (b) consumers’ opinions on these aspects greatly influence their overall opinions on the product. A straightforward frequency-based solution is to regard the aspects
that are frequently commented in consumer reviews as
important. However, consumers’ opinions on the frequent
aspects may not influence their overall opinions on the
product, and would not influence their purchasing decisions. For example, most consumers frequently criticize the
bad “signal connection" of iPhone 4, but they may still give
high overall ratings to iPhone 4. On the contrast, some
aspects such as “design" and “speed," may not be frequently
commented, but usually are more important than “signal
connection." Therefore, the frequency-based solution is not
able to identify the truly important aspects. On the other
hand, a basic method to exploit the influence of consumers’
opinions on specific aspects over their overall ratings on the
product is to count the cases where their opinions on specific aspects and their overall ratings are consistent, and
then ranks the aspects according to the number of the consistent cases. This method simply assumes that an overall
rating was derived from the specific opinions on different
aspects individually, and cannot precisely characterize the
correlation between the specific opinions and the overall
rating. Hence, we go beyond these methods and propose
an effective aspect ranking approach to infer the importance
of product aspects. As shown in Fig. 2, given the consumer
reviews of a particular product, we first identify aspects in
the reviews by a shallow dependency parser [37] and then
analyze consumer opinions on these aspects via a sentiment
classifier. We then develop a probabilistic aspect ranking
algorithm, which effectively exploits the aspect frequency
as well as the influence of consumers’ opinions given to
each aspect over their overall opinions on the product

in a unified probabilistic model. In particular, we assume
the overall opinion in a review is generated based on a
weighted aggregation of the opinions on specific aspects,
where the weights essentially measure the degree of importance of these aspects. A probabilistic regression algorithm
is developed to infer the importance weights by incorporating aspect frequency and the associations between
the overall opinion and the opinions on specific aspects.
In order to evaluate the proposed product aspect ranking
framework, we collect a large collection of product reviews
consisting of 94,560 consumer reviews on 21 products in
eight domains. These reviews are crawled from multiple
prevalent forum Websites, such as CNet.com, Viewpoints.com,
Reevoo.com and Pricegrabber.com etc. This corpus is available
by request for future research on aspect ranking and related
topics. More details of the data are discussed in Section 3.
Extensive experimental results on this corpus demonstrate
the effectiveness of the proposed product aspect ranking
framework.
Product aspect ranking is beneficial to a wide range of
real-world applications. In this paper, we investigate its usefulness in two applications, i.e. document-level sentiment
classification that aims to determine a review document
as expressing a positive or negative overall opinion, and
extractive review summarization which aims to summarize consumer reviews by selecting informative review
sentences. We perform extensive experiments to evaluate the efficacy of aspect ranking in these two applications and achieve significant performance improvements.
Product aspect ranking was first introduced in our previous work [38]. Compared to the preliminary conference
version [38], this article has no less than the following
improvements: (a) it elaborates more discussions and analysis on product aspect ranking problem; (b) it performs
extensive evaluations on more products in more diverse
domains; and (c) it demonstrates the potential of aspect
ranking in more real-world applications.
In summary, the main contributions of this article
include:
•

•

We propose a product aspect ranking framework
to automatically identify the important aspects of
products from numerous consumer reviews.
We develop a probabilistic aspect ranking algorithm to infer the importance of various aspects
by simultaneously exploiting aspect frequency and
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the influence of consumers’ opinions given to each
aspect over their overall opinions on the product.
•
We demonstrate the potential of aspect ranking
in real-world applications. Significant performance
improvements are obtained on the applications of
document-level sentiment classification and extractive review summarization by making use of aspect
ranking.
Moreover, the proposed framework and its components
are domain-independent and generally applicable in other
domains, such as hotel, hawker center, and clothes etc. The
rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 elaborates the proposed product aspect ranking framework.
Section 3 presents experimental results and analysis, while
Section 4 applies the product aspect ranking on real-world
applications and demonstrates its usefulness. Section 5
reviews related works and Section 6 concludes this
paper.

2

P RODUCT A SPECT R ANKING F RAMEWORK

In this section, we present the details of the proposed
Product Aspect Ranking framework. We start with an
overview of its pipeline (see Fig. 2) consisting of three main
components: (a) aspect identification; (b) sentiment classification on aspects; and (c) probabilistic aspect ranking.
Given the consumer reviews of a product, we first identify the aspects in the reviews and then analyze consumer
opinions on the aspects via a sentiment classifier. Finally,
we propose a probabilistic aspect ranking algorithm to infer
the importance of the aspects by simultaneously taking into
account aspect frequency and the influence of consumers’
opinions given to each aspect over their overall opinions.
Let R = {r1 , . . . , r|R| } denote a set of consumer reviews
of a certain product. In each review r ∈ R, consumer
expresses the opinions on multiple aspects of a product,
and finally assigns an overall rating Or . Or is a numerical
score that indicates different levels of overall opinion in the
review r, i.e. Or ∈ [Omin , Omax ], where Omin and Omax are the
minimum and maximum ratings respectively. Or is normalized to [0, 1]. Note that the consumer reviews from different
Websites might contain various distributions of ratings. In
overall terms, the ratings on some Websites might be a little
higher or lower than those on others. Moreover, different
Websites might offer different rating range, for example, the
rating range is from 1 to 5 on CNet.com and from 1 to 10
on Reevoo.com, respectively. Hence, we here normalize the
ratings from different Websites separately, instead of performing a uniform normalization on them. This strategy
is expected to alleviate the influence of the rating variance among different Websites. Suppose there are m aspects
A = {a1 , . . . , am } in the review corpus R totally, where ak is
the k-th aspect. Consumer opinion on aspect ak in review r is
denoted as ork . The opinion on each aspect potentially influences the overall rating. We here assume the overall rating
Or is generated based on a weighted aggregation of the

opinions on specific aspects, as m
k=1 ωrk ork [34], where each
weight ωrk essentially measures the importance of aspect
ak in review r. We aim to reveal these important weights,
i.e., the emphasis placed on the aspects, and identify the
important aspects correspondingly.
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In next subsections, we will introduce the aforementioned three components of the proposed product aspect
ranking framework. Section 2.1 will introduce the product
aspect identification that identifies aspects, i.e., {ak }m
k=1 in
consumer reviews; Section 2.2 will present the aspect-level
sentiment classification which analyzes consumer opin|R|
ions on aspects i.e., {ork }r=1 ; and Section 2.3 will elaborate
the probabilistic aspect ranking algorithm that estimates
|R|
the importance weights {ωrk }r=1 and identifies corresponding important aspects.

2.1 Product Aspect Identification
As illustrated in Fig. 3, consumer reviews are composed in
different formats on various forum Websites. The Websites
such as CNet.com require consumers to give an overall
rating on the product, describe concise positive and negative opinions (i.e. Pros and Cons) on some product aspects,
as well as write a paragraph of detailed review in free
text. Some Websites, e.g., Viewpoints.com, only ask for an
overall rating and a paragraph of free-text review. The others such as Reevoo.com just require an overall rating and
some concise positive and negative opinions on certain
aspects. In summary, besides an overall rating, a consumer
review consists of Pros and Cons reviews, free text review,
or both.
For the Pros and Cons reviews, we identify the aspects by
extracting the frequent noun terms in the reviews. Previous
studies have shown that aspects are usually nouns or noun
phrases [19], and we can obtain highly accurate aspects
by extracting frequent noun terms from the Pros and Cons
reviews [18]. For identifying aspects in the free text reviews,
a straightforward solution is to employ an existing aspect
identification approach. One of the most notable existing
approach is that proposed by Hu and Liu [12]. It first identifies the nouns and noun phrases in the documents. The
occurrence frequencies of the nouns and noun phrases are
counted, and only the frequent ones are kept as aspects.
Although this simple method is effective in some cases,
its well-known limitation is that the identified aspects usually contain noises. Recently, Wu et al. [37] used a phrase
dependency parser to extract noun phrases, which form
candidate aspects. To filter out the noises, they used a
language model by an intuition that the more likely a candidate to be an aspect, the more closely it related to the
reviews. The language model was built on product reviews,
and used to predict the related scores of the candidate
aspects. The candidates with low scores were then filtered
out. However, such language model might be biased to the
frequent terms in the reviews and cannot precisely sense
the related scores of the aspect terms, as a result cannot filter out the noises effectively. In order to obtain more precise
identification of aspects, we here propose to exploit the Pros
and Cons reviews as auxiliary knowledge to assist identify
aspects in the free text reviews. In particular, we first split
the free text reviews into sentences, and parse each sentence using Stanford parser2 . The frequent noun phrases
are then extracted from the sentence parsing trees as candidate aspects. Since these candidates may contain noises, we
2. http://nlp.stanford.edu/software/lex-parser.shtml
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further leverage the Pros and Cons reviews to assist identify aspects from the candidates. We collect all the frequent
noun terms extracted from the Pros and Cons reviews to
form a vocabulary. We then represent each aspect in the
Pros and Cons reviews into a unigram feature, and utilize
all the aspects to learn a one-class Support Vector Machine
(SVM) classifier [21]. The resultant classifier is in turn used
to identify aspects in the candidates extracted from the free
text reviews. As the identified aspects may contain some
synonym terms, such as “earphone" and “headphone," we
perform synonym clustering to obtain unique aspects. In
particular, we collect the synonym terms of the aspects as
features. The synonym terms are collected from the synonym dictionary Website3 . We represent each aspect into
a feature vector and use the Cosine similarity for clustering. The ISODATA (Iterative Self-Organizing Data Analysis
Technique) clustering algorithm [14] is employed for synonym clustering. ISODATA does not need to fix the number
of clusters and can learn the number automatically from the
data distribution. It iteratively refines clustering by splitting
and merging of clusters. Clusters are merged if the centers of two clusters are closer than a certain threshold. One
cluster is split into two different clusters if the cluster standard deviation exceeds a predefined threshold. The values
of these two thresholds were empirically set to 0.2 and 0.4
in our experiments.

2.2 Sentiment Classification on Product Aspects
The task of analyzing the sentiments expressed on aspects
is called aspect-level sentiment classification in literature [12]. Exiting techniques include the supervised learning approaches and the lexicon-based approaches, which
are typically unsupervised. The lexicon-based methods utilize a sentiment lexicon consisting of a list of sentiment
words, phrases and idioms, to determine the sentiment orientation on each aspect [23]. While these method are easily
to implement, their performance relies heavily on the quality of the sentiment lexicon. On the other hand, the supervised learning methods train a sentiment classifier based
on training corpus. The classifier is then used to predict
the sentiment on each aspect. Many learning-based classification models are applicable, for example, Support Vector
Machine (SVM), Naive Bayes, and Maximum Entropy (ME)
model etc. [25]. Supervised learning is dependent on the
training data and cannot perform well without sufficient
training samples. However, labeling training data is laborintensive and time-consuming. In this work, the Pros and
Cons reviews have explicitly categorized positive and negative opinions on the aspects. These reviews are valuable
training samples for learning a sentiment classifier. We
thus exploit Pros and Cons reviews to train a sentiment
classifier, which is in turn used to determine consumer
opinions (positive or negative) on the aspects in free text
reviews. Specifically, we first collect the sentiment terms
in Pros and Cons reviews based on the sentiment lexicon
provided by MPQA project [35]. These terms are used as
features, and each review is represented as a feature vector. A sentiment classifier is then learned from the Pros
Fig. 3. Sample consumer reviews on various Websites (Best viewed in
color).

3. http://thesaurus.com
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reviews (i.e., positive samples) and Cons reviews (i.e., negative samples). The classifier can be SVM, Naïve Bayes or
Maximum Entropy model [25]. Given a free text review
that may cover multiple aspects, we first locate the opinionated expression that modifies the corresponding aspect,
e.g. locating the expression “well" in the review “The battery
of Nokia N95 works well." for the aspect “battery." Generally,
an opinionated expression is associated with the aspect
if it contains at least one sentiment term in the sentiment lexicon, and it is the closest one to the aspect in the
parsing tree within the context distance of 5. The learned
sentiment classifier is then leveraged to determine the opinion of the opinionated expression, i.e. the opinion on the
aspect.

2.3 Probabilistic Aspect Ranking Algorithm
In this section, we propose a probabilistic aspect ranking
algorithm to identify the important aspects of a product
from consumer reviews. Generally, important aspects have
the following characteristics: (a) they are frequently commented in consumer reviews; and (b) consumers’ opinions
on these aspects greatly influence their overall opinions on
the product. The overall opinion in a review is an aggregation of the opinions given to specific aspects in the review,
and various aspects have different contributions in the
aggregation. That is, the opinions on (un)important aspects
have strong (weak) impacts on the generation of overall
opinion. To model such aggregation, we formulate that the
overall rating Or in each review r is generated based on
the
m weighted sum of the opinionsT on specific aspects, as
k=1 ωrk ork or in matrix form as ωr or . ork is the opinion on
aspect ak and the importance weight ωrk reflects the emphasis placed on ak . Larger ωrk indicates ak is more important,
and vice versa. ωr denotes a vector of the weights, and or
is the opinion vector with each dimension indicating the
opinion on a particular aspect. Specifically, the observed
overall ratings are assumed to be generated from a Gaussian
Distribution, with mean ωr T or and variance σ 2 as:


1
(Or − ωr T or )2
exp −
p(Or ) = √
.
(1)
2σ 2
2πσ 2
In order to take the uncertainty of ωr into consideration, we
assume ωr as a sample drawn from a Multivariate Gaussian
Distribution as:


1
1
T −1
p(ωr ) =
(ω
exp
−
−
μ)

(ω
−
μ)
,(2)
r
r
2
(2π)m/2 ||1/2
where μ and  are the mean vector and covariance matrix,
respectively. They are both unknown and need to be
estimated.
As aforementioned, the aspects that are frequently commented by consumers are likely to be important. Hence,
we exploit aspect frequency as the prior knowledge to
assist learning ωr . In particular, we expect the distribution of ωr , i.e., N (μ, ) is close to the distribution
N (μ0 , I). Each element
 in μ0 is the frequency of a specific
aspect: frequency(ak )/ m
i=1 frequency(ai ). Thus,we formulate
the distribution N (μ, ) based on its Kullback-Leibler (KL)
divergence to N (μ0 , I) as
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p(μ, ) = exp {−ϕ · KL(N (μ, )||N (μ0 , I))} ,

(3)

where ϕ is a weighting parameter.
Base on the above formula, the probability of generating
overall opinion rating Or in review r is given as


P(Or |r) = P Or |ωr , μ, , σ 2


= p Or |ωTr or , σ 2 · p(ωr |μ, ) · p(μ, )dωr , (4)
|R|

where {ωr }r=1 are the importance weights and {μ, , σ 2 } are
the model parameters. While {μ, , σ 2 } can be estimated
from review corpus R = {r1 , . . . , r|R| } using the maximumlikelihood (ML) estimation, ωr in review r can be optimized
through the maximum a posteriori (MAP) estimation. Since
ωr and {μ, , σ 2 } are coupled with each other, we here
optimize them using a EM-style algorithm. We iteratively
|R|
optimize {ωr }r=1 and {μ, , σ 2 } in each E-step and M-step
respectively as follows.
Optimizing ωr given {μ, , σ 2 }:
Suppose we are given the parameters{μ, , σ 2 }, we use
the maximum a posteriori (MAP) estimation to get the optimal value of ωr . The object function of MAP estimation for
review r is defined as:


L(ωr ) = log p Or |ωTr or , σ 2 p(ωr |μ, )p(μ, ).
(5)
By substituting Eq. (1) - (3), we get
Or − ωTr or

2

1
− (ωr − μ)T  −1 (ωr − μ)
2
2σ 2
− ϕ · KL(N (μ, )||N (μ0 , I))


m+1
− log σ ||1/2 (2π) 2 .
(6)

L(ωr ) = −

ωr can thus be optimized through MAP estimation as
follows:
ω̂r = arg max L(ωr )
ωr



= arg max −

Or − ωTr or

ωr

2

2σ 2


1
T −1
− (ωr − μ)  (ωr − μ) .
2

(7)

We take the derivative of L(ωr ) with respect to ωr and
let it vanish at the minimizer:
ω T o r − Or · o r
∂ L(ωr )
=− r
−  −1 (ωr − μ) = 0,
∂ωr
σ2

(8)

which results in the following solution:
ω̂r =

or or T
+  −1
σ2

−1 

Or · o r

σ2


+  −1 μ .

(9)

Optimizing {μ, , σ 2 } given ωr :
|R|
Given {ωr }r=1 , we optimize the parameters {μ, , σ 2 }
using the maximum-likelihood (ML) estimation over the
review corpus R. The parameters are expected to maximize the probability of observing all the overall ratings on
the corpus R. Thus, they are estimated by maximizing the
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log-likelihood function over the whole review corpus R as
follows. For the sake of simplicity, we denote {μ, , σ 2 }
as .

ˆ = arg max L(R) = arg max
log p(Or |μ, , σ 2 ). (10)





r∈R

By substituting Eq.(1) - (3), we obtain
 1
ˆ
 = arg max
− (ωr − μ)T  −1 (ωr − μ)
2
r∈R

−

2
Or − ωTr or
2σ 2

− ϕ · KL(N (μ, )||N (μ0 , I))



m+1
.
− log σ ||1/2 (2π) 2

3
(11)

We take the derivative of L(R) with respect to each parameter in {μ, , σ 2 }, and let it vanish at the minimizer:


∂ L(R)
− −1 (ωr − μ) − ϕ(μ0 − μ) = 0
=
∂μ
r∈R


∂ L(R)
=
−( −1 )T + ( −1 )T (ωr − μ)(ωr − μ)T
∂
r∈R



( −1 )T + ϕ · ( −1 )T − I = 0

∂ L(R)
(Or − ωTr or )2
1
=
+
−
r∈R
∂σ 2
σ2
σ4

= 0,

(12)

which lead to the following solutions:

−1

μ̂ = |R| ·  −1 + ϕ · I
ω r + ϕ · μ0
 −1
r∈R

ˆ =


  |R| − ϕ 2
1 
(ωr − μ)(ωr − μ)T +
·I
ϕ
2ϕ

1/2

r∈R

(|R| − ϕ)
·I
2ϕ
1 
(Or − ωTr or )2 .
σ̂ 2 =
r∈R
|R|
−

(13)

We repeat the above two optimization steps until the
likelihood value converges. The convergence of this iterative optimization is analyzed as follows. Let ω denote the
|R|
parameters {ωr }r=1 . The overall log-likelihood function is
denoted as L(ω, μ, , σ 2 ). At iteration t+1, ω(t+1) obtained
by Eq. (9) is the solution of the optimization in Eq. (7). Thus,
we have L(ω(t+1) , μ(t) ,  (t) , σ 2(t) ) ≥ L(ω(t) , μ(t) ,  (t) , σ 2(t) ).
Similarly, μ(t+1) ,  (t+1) , and σ 2(t+1) obtained from Eq. (14)
are the solutions of the optimization in Eq. (10), leading to
L(ω(t+1) , μ(t+1) ,  (t+1) , σ 2(t+1) ) ≥ L(ω(t+1) , μ(t) ,  (t) , σ 2(t) ).
These two inequalities indicate that the iterative optimization monotonically increases the log-likelihood function
value in each iteration, and finally converges.
After obtaining the importance weights ωr for each
review r ∈ R, we compute the overall importance score
k of each aspect ak by integrating
its importance scores

over the reviews as k = ( r∈R ωrk )/|Rk |, where Rk is the
set of reviews containing ak . According to k , the important
product aspects can be identified.

E VALUATIONS

In this section, we conduct extensive experiments to evaluate the effectiveness of the proposed product aspect
ranking framework, including product aspect identification,
sentiment classification on aspects, and aspect ranking.

3.1 Experimental Data and Settings
Table I shows the details of our product review corpus,
which is publicly available by request. This dataset contains consumer reviews on 21 popular products in eight
domains. There are 94,560 reviews in total and around 4,503
reviews for each product on average. These reviews were
crawled from multiple prevalent forum Websites, including
cnet.com, viewpoints.com, reevoo.com, gsmarena.com and pricegrabber.com. The reviews were posted between June 2009
and July 2011. Eight annotators were invited to annotate
the ground truth on these reviews. They were asked to
annotate the product aspects in each review, and also label
consumer opinions expressed on the aspects. Each review
was labeled by at least two annotators. The average interrater agreement in terms of Kappa statistics is 87% for all
the products.
F1 -measure was used as the evaluation metric for aspect
identification and aspect sentiment classification. It is a
combination of precision and recall, as F1 = 2 ∗ precision ∗
recall/(precision + recall). To evaluate the performance of
TABLE 1
Statistics of Our Product Review Corpus, # Denotes the
Number of Reviews/Sentences
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Fig. 4. Performance of product aspect identification. The results passed
statistical significance test, i.e., T-Test, with p-values < 0.05.

Fig. 5. Performance of sentiment classification on product aspects.
T-Test, p-values < 0.05.

aspect ranking, we adopted the widely used Normalized
Discounted Cumulative Gain at top k (NDCG@k) [13] as the
evaluation metric. Given a ranking list of aspects, NDCG@k
is calculated as

Fig. 4 shows the performance comparison on all the 21
products in terms of F1 -measure. From these results, we can
see that the proposed approach get the best performance on
all the 21 products. It significantly outperforms Hu’s and
Wu’s methods by over 9.0% and 5.3% respectively in terms
of average F1 -measure. This indicates the effectiveness of
Pros and Cons reviews in assisting aspect identification on
free text reviews. Hence, by exploiting the Pros and Cons
reviews, our approach can boost the performance of aspect
identification.

1  2t(i) − 1
,
Z
log(1 + i)
k

NDCG@k =

(14)

i=1

where t(i) is the importance degree of the aspect at position i, and Z is a normalization term derived from the top-k
aspects of a perfect ranking. For each aspect, its importance
degree was judged by three annotators as three importance
levels, i.e. “Un-important" (score 1), “Ordinary" (score 2), and
“Important" (score 3). Ideally, we should invite annotators
to read all the reviews and then give their judgements.
However, such labeling process is very time-consuming
and labor-intensive. Since NDCG@k is calculated with the
importance degrees of the top-k aspects, we speed up the
labeling process as follows. We first collected the top-k
aspects from the ranking results of all the evaluated methods in Section 3.4. We then randomly sampled 100 reviews
on these aspects, and provided them to the annotators for
labeling the importance levels of the aspects. In particular,
the annotators were invited to read the reviews and identify the coherence or conflict between the opinion on each
aspect and the overall rating in each review. Generally, an
aspect with more coherence cases tends to be more important, while an aspect with more conflict cases is likely to
be less important. Besides, the frequencies of the aspects in
all the reviews were presented to the annotators as another
reference for the labeling. The importance ratings from the
annotators for each aspect were then averaged to form the
final rating.

3.2

Evaluations of Product Aspect Identification on
Free Text Reviews
We compared our aspect identification approach with the
following two methods: (a) the method proposed by Hu
and Liu in [12], which extracts nouns and noun phrases as
aspect candidates, and identifies aspects by rules learned
from association rule mining; and (b) the method proposed
by Wu et al. in [37], that extracts noun phrases from a
dependency parsing tree as aspect candidates, and identifies aspects by a language model built on the reviews.

3.3

Evaluations of Sentiment Classification on
Product Aspects
In this experiment, we compared the following methods
of sentiment classification: (a) one unsupervised method.
The opinion on each aspect is determined by referring
to the sentiment lexicon SentiWordNet [23]. This lexicon
contains a list of positive/negative sentiment words. The
opinionated expression modifying an aspect is classified
as positive (or negative) if it contains a majority of words
in the positive (or negative) list; and (b) three supervised
methods. We employed three supervised methods proposed in Pang et al. [25], including Naïve Bayes (NB),
Maximum Entropy (ME), and Support Vector Machine
(SVM). The sentiment classifiers were trained on the Pros
and Cons reviews as described in Section 2.2. In particular, SVM was implemented by using libSVM [2] with
linear kernel, NB was implemented with Laplace smoothing, and ME was implemented with L-BFGS parameter
estimation.
Fig. 5 shows the experimental results. We can see that
the three supervised methods perform much better than
the unsupervised approach. They achieve performance
improvements on all the 21 products. In particular, SVM
performs the best on 18 products, NB obtains the best performance on the remaining three products. In terms of
average performance, SVM achieves slight improvements
compared to NB and ME. These results are consistent with
the previous research [25].
3.4 Evaluations of Aspect Ranking
In order to evaluate the effectiveness on aspect ranking,
we compared the proposed aspect ranking algorithm with
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Fig. 6. Performance of aspect ranking in terms of NDCG@5. T-Test,
p-values < 0.05.

the following three methods: (a) Frequency-based method,
which ranks the aspects according to aspect frequency;
(b) Correlation-based method, which measures the correlation between the opinions on specific aspects and the
overall ratings. It ranks the aspects based on the number of
cases when such two kinds of opinions are consistent; and
(c) Hybrid method, that captures both aspect frequency and
the correlation by a linear combination, as λ· Frequency-based
Ranking + (1 − λ)· Correlation-based Ranking, where λ is set
to 0.5 in the experiments.
Figs. 6–8 show the comparison results in terms of
NDCG@5, NDCG@10, and NDCG@15, respectively. On
average, the proposed aspect ranking approach significantly outperforms frequency-based, correlation-based, and
hybrid methods in terms of NDCG@5 by over 9.0%, 7.4%
and 8.1%, respectively. It improves the performance over
these three methods in terms of NDCG@10 by over 4.6%,
3.6% and 4.0%, respectively, while in terms of NDCG@15 by
over 4.6%, 3.3% and 4.0%, respectively. Hence, we can speculate that the proposed approach can effectively identify
the important aspects from consumer reviews by simultaneously exploiting aspect frequency and the influence
of consumers’ opinions given to each aspect over their
overall opinions. The frequency-based method only captures the aspect frequency information, and neglects to
consider the impact of opinions on the specific aspects
on the overall ratings. It may recognize some general
aspects as important ones. Although the general aspects
frequently appear in consumer reviews, they do not greatly
influence consumers’ overall satisfaction. Correlation-based
method ranks the aspects by simply counting the consistent cases between opinions on specific aspects and the
overall ratings. It ignores to model the uncertainty in the
generation of overall ratings, and thus cannot achieve satisfactory performance. The hybrid method simply aggregates
the results from the frequency-based and correlation-based
methods, and cannot boost the performance effectively.
Table II shows sample results by these four methods. Top
10 aspects of the product iPhone 3GS are listed. From these
four ranking lists, we can see that the proposed aspect ranking method generates more reasonable ranking than the
other methods. For example, the aspect “phone" is ranked
at the top by the other methods. However, “phone" is

Fig. 7. Performance of aspect ranking in terms of NDCG@10. T-Test,
p-values < 0.05.

a general but not important aspect. To better investigate
the reasonability of the ranking results of the proposed
approach, we refer to one public user-feedback report,
i.e., the “China Unicom 100 customers iPhone user feedback
report" [4]. This report shows that the top four aspects
of iPhone product, which users most concern about, are
“3G Network" (30%), “usability" (30%), “out-looking design"
(26%), “application" (15%). We can see that these four aspects
are also ranked at top by our proposed aspect ranking
approach.
Moreover, Fig. 9 shows the correlations among the
importance weights of some aspects obtained from the proposed approach. Due to the page limitation, the correlations
among the top 10 aspects of three products are illustrated here. We can see that some aspects are correlated to
each other reasonably, for example, the aspects “apps" and
“storage" of the product iPhone 3GS, “design" and “touchpad" of Macbook, and “focusing" and “speed" of Cannon
Eos etc.

4

A PPLICATIONS

Aspect ranking is beneficial to a wide range of realworld applications. We here investigate its capacity in two

Fig. 8. Performance of aspect ranking in terms of NDCG@15. T-Test,
p-values < 0.05.
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Fig. 9. Sample aspect correlation of the products iPhone 3GS, Macbook, and Cannon Eos: (a) iPhone 3GS. (b) Macbook. (c) Cannon EOS.

applications, i.e. document-level sentiment classification on
review documents, and extractive review summarization.

4.1 Document-level Sentiment Classification
The goal of document-level sentiment classification is to
determine the overall opinion of a given review document. A review document often expresses various opinions
on multiple aspects of a certain product. The opinions on
different aspects might be in contrast to each other, and
have different degree of impacts on the overall opinion
of the review document. For example, a sample review
document of iPhone 4 is shown in Fig. 10. It expresses positive opinions on some aspects such as “reliability," “easy to
use," and simultaneously criticizes some other aspects such
as “touch screen," “quirk," “music play." Finally, it assigns
an high overall rating (i.e., positive opinion) on iPhone 4
due to that the important aspects are with positive opinions. Hence, identifying important aspects can naturally
facilitate the estimation of the overall opinions on review
documents. This observation motivates us to utilize the
aspect ranking results to assist document-level sentiment
classification.
We conducted evaluations of document-level sentiment classification over the product reviews described in
Section 3.1. Specifically, we randomly sampled 100 reviews
of each product as testing samples and used the remaining
reviews for training. Each review contains an overall rating,
which is normalized to [0,1]. We treated the reviews with
high overall rating (>0.5) as positive samples, and those
with low rating (<0.5) as negative samples. The reviews
with ratings of 0.5 were considered as neutral and not
used in our experiments. We collected noun terms, aspects,
and sentiment terms from the training reviews as features.
Note that sentiment terms are defined as those appear
in the sentiment lexicon provided by MPQA project [35].

All the training and testing reviews were then represented
into feature vectors. In the representation, we gave more
emphasis on the important aspects, and the sentiment
terms modifying them. Technically, the feature dimensions
corresponding to aspect ak and its corresponding sentiment
terms were weighted by 1 + ϕ · k , where k is the importance score of ak , and ϕ is a tradeoff parameter and was
empirically set to 100 in the experiments. Based on the
weighted features, a SVM classifier was learned from the
training reviews and used to determine the overall opinions
on the testing reviews.
We compared our approach with two existing methods,
i.e., Boolean weighting and term frequency (TF) weighting. Boolean weighting represents each review into a feature vector of Boolean values, each of which indicates
the presence or absence of the corresponding feature in
the review. Term frequency (TF) weighting [24] weights the
Boolean feature by the frequency of each feature on the corpus. Table III shows the classification performance on the
reviews of all the 21 products as well as the average performance over them. Here, our approach is termed as AR since
it incoporates Aspect Ranking results into the feature representation. From Table III, we can see that our AR weighting
approach achieves better performance than the Boolean and
TF weighting methods. In particular, it performs the best
on all the 21 products, and significantly outperforms the
Boolean and TF weighting methods by over 4.4% and 5.9%
respectively, in terms of average F1 -measure. It is worthy to

TABLE 2
Top 10 Aspects Ranked by Four Methods for iPhone 3GS

Fig. 10. Sample review document on product iPhone 4.
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TABLE 3
Performance of Document-Level Sentiment Classification by
the Three Feature Weighting Methods, i.e., Boolean, Term
Frequency (TF), and Our Proposed Aspect Ranking
(AR) Weighting

in improving the summarization performance. As introduced above, extractive summarization is formulated by
extracting the most informative segments (e.g. sentences or
passages) from the source reviews. The most informative
content is generally treated as the “most frequent" or the
“most favorably positioned" content in existing works. In
particular, a scoring function is defined for computing the
informativeness of each sentence s as follows [3]:
I(s) = λ1 · Ia (s) + λ2 · Io (s); λ1 + λ2 = 1,

(15)

where Ia (s) quantifies the informativeness of sentence s in
terms of the importance of aspects in s, and Io (s) measures
the informativeness in terms of the representativeness of
opinions expressed in s. λ1 and λ2 are tradeoff parameters.
Generally, Ia (s) and Io (s) are defined as follows:
Ia (s): Most existing methods regard the sentences containing frequent aspects as important. They define Ia (s)
simply based on aspect frequency as

frequency(aspect).
(16)
Ia (s) =
aspect in s

T-Test, p-values < 0.05.

note that Boolean weighting is a special case of AR weighting. When we set all the aspects to be equally important,
AR weighting degrades to Boolean weighting. From these
results, we can conclude that aspect ranking is capable
for boosting the performance of document-level sentiment classification effectively. In addition, the results also
show that Boolean weighting achieves slight performance
improvement over TF weighting by about 1.5% in terms
of average F1 -measure. This is consistent with previous
research [25].

4.2 Extractive Review Summarization
As aforementioned, for a particular product, there is an
abundance of consumer reviews available on the internet.
However, the reviews are disorganized. It is impractical
for user to grasp the overview of consumer reviews and
opinions on various aspects of a product from such enormous reviews. On the other hand, the Internet provides
more information than is needed. Hence, there is a compelling need for automatic review summarization, which
aims to condense the source reviews into a shorter version
preserving its information content and overall meaning.
Existing review summarization methods can be classified
into abstractive and extractive summarization. An abstractive summarization attempts to develop an understanding
of the main topics in the source reviews and then express
those topics in clear natural language. It uses linguistic techniques to examine and interpret the text and then to find
the new concepts and expressions to best describe it by generating a new shorter text that conveys the most important
information from the original text document. An extractive method summarization method consists of selecting
important sentences and paragraphs etc. from the original
reviews and concatenating them into shorter from.
In this paper, we focus on extractive review summarization. We investigate the capacity of aspect ranking

Io (s): The resultant summary is expected to include
the opinionated sentences in source reviews, so as to
offer a summarization of consumer opinions. Moreover,
the summary is desired to include the sentences whose
opinions are consistent with consumer’s overall opinion.
Correspondingly, Io (s) is defined as:
Io (s) = α · Subjective(s) + β · Consistency(s).

(17)

Subjective(s) is used to distinguish the opinionated sentences from factual ones, and Consistency(s) measures
the consistency between the opinion in s and the overall
opinion as follows:



Polarity(term),
Subjective(s) =
term in s

Consistent(s) = − overall rating − Polarity(s)
where Polarity(s) is computed as

Polarity(term)
Polarity(s) =
,
Subjective(s) + ε

2

, (18)

(19)

term in s

where Polarity(term) is the polarity of a particular term and
ε is a constant to prevent zero for the denominator.
With the informativeness of review sentences computed
by the above scoring function, the informative sentences can
then be selected by the following two approaches: (a) sentence
ranking (SR) method [29] ranks the sentences according to
their informativeness and select the top ranked sentences to
form a summarization; and (b) graph-based (GB) method [10]
represents the sentences in a graph, where each node corresponds to a particular sentence and each edge characterizes
the relation between two sentences. A random walk is then
performed over the graph to discover the most informative
sentences. The initial score of each node is defined as its
informativeness from the scoring function in Eq. (15) and
the edge weight is computed as the Cosine similarity between
the sentences with unigram feature.
As aforementioned, the frequent aspects might not be
the important ones and aspect frequency is not capable for
characterizing the importance of aspects. This motivates
us to improve the above scoring function by exploiting
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TABLE 4
Performance of Extractive Review Summarization in Terms of
ROUGE-1

the aspect ranking results, which indicate the importance
of aspects. We define the informativeness of sentence s in
terms of the importance of aspects within it as:

Iar (s) =
importance(aspect),
(20)
aspect in s

where the importance(aspect) is the importance score
obtained by our proposed aspect ranking Algorithm 1. The
overall informativeness of s is then computed as:
I(s) = λ1 · Iar (s) + λ2 · Io (s); λ1 + λ2 = 1.

(21)

We conducted evaluation on the product review corpus
introduced in Section 3.1 to investigate the effectiveness of
the above approach. We randomly sampled 100 reviews of
each product as testing samples. The remaining reviews
were used to learn the aspect ranking results. In order to
avoid selecting redundant sentences commenting on the
same aspect, we adopted the strategy proposed in [39].
Specifically, after selecting each new sentence, we updated
the informativeness of the remaining sentences as follows:
the informativeness of a remaining sentence si commenting
T-Test, p-values < 0.05.
on the same aspect with a selected sentence sj was reduced
by exp{−η · similarity(si , sj )} where similarity(·) is the Cosine
similarity between two sentences with unigram feature. η is products, while Table V provides the corresponding
a tradeoff parameter and was empirically set to 10 in the performance in terms of ROUGE-2. From these results, we
experiments. We invited three annotators to generate the can obtain the following observations:
reference summaries for each product. Each annotator was
•
By exploiting aspect ranking, the proposed SR_AR and
invited to read the consumer reviews of a product and write
GB_AR approaches outperforms the traditional SR and
a summary of up to 100 words individually by selecting
GB methods, respectively. In particular, SR_AR obtains
the informative sentences based on her own judgements.
performance improvements over SR by around 9.5%
We adopted ROUGE (i.e., Recall-Oriented Understudy for
and 16% in terms of average ROUGE-1 and ROUGE-2,
Gisting Evaluation) [17] as the performance metric to evalrespectively. GB_AR achieves around 9.1% and 22.6%
uate the quality of the summary generated by the above
improvements over GB in terms of average ROUGE-1
methods. ROUGE is a widely used evaluation metric of
and ROUGE-2, respectively;
summaries [17]. It measures the quality of a summary by
•
Consider the ROUGE-1 results in Table IV, SR_AR
counting the overlapping N-grams between it and a set of
performs better than SR on 17 out of the 21 prodreference summaries generated by human.
ucts and performs the same on the remaining four


products, while GB_AR outperforms GB on all the 21
Countmatch (gramn )
ROUGE-N =

S∈{Reference Summaries} gramn ∈S





S∈{Reference Summaries} gramn ∈S

Count(gramn )
(22)

where n stands for the length of the n-gram, i.e., gramn .
Countmatch (gramn ) is the maximum number of n-grams cooccurring in the candidate summary and the reference summaries. We compared the summarization methods using
aspect ranking results as in Eq. (21) with the methods using
the traditional scoring function in Eq. (15). In particular,
four methods were evaluated: SR and SR_AR, i.e., Sentence
Ranking [29] with the traditional scoring function and
the proposed function based on Aspect Ranking, respectively; GB and GB_AR, i.e., Graph-based method with the
traditional and proposed scoring functions, respectively.
The tradeoff parameters λ1 , λ2 , α, and β were empirically set to 0.5, 0.5, 0.6, and 0.4, respectively. Here, we
reported summarization performance in terms of ROUGE-1
and ROUGE-2 corresponding to unigrams and bigrams,
respectively.
Table IV shows the ROUGE-1 performance on each
product as well as the average ROUGE-1 over all the 21

,

TABLE 5
Performance of Extractive Review Summarization in Terms of
ROUGE-2

T-Test, p-values < 0.05.
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products. For the ROUGE-2 results in Table V, SR_AR
and GB_AR achieve better performance on all the 21
products compared to SR and GB, respectively;
•
The graph-based methods, i.e., GB_AR and GB,
obtain slight performance improvements compared
to the corresponding sentence ranking methods, i.e.,
SR_AR and SR.
In summary, the above results demonstrate the capacity of
aspect ranking in improving extractive review summarization. With the help of aspect ranking, the summarization
methods can generate more informative summaries consisting of consumer reviews on the most important aspects.
Table VI illustrates sample summaries of the product Sony
Handycam Camcorder. We can see that the summaries from
the methods using aspect ranking, i.e. SR_AR and GB_AR,
contain consumer comments on the important aspects, such
as “easy to use", and are more informative than those from
the traditional methods.

5

R ELATED W ORKS

In this section, we review existing works related to the
proposed product aspect ranking framework, and the two
evaluated real-world applications. We start with the works
on aspect identification. Existing techniques for aspect identification include supervised and unsupervised methods.
Supervised method learns an extraction model from a collection of labeled reviews. The extraction model, or called
extractor, is used to identify aspects in new reviews. Most
existing supervised methods are based on the sequential
learning (or sequential labeling) technique [18]. For example, Wong and Lam [36] learned aspect extractors using
Hidden Marköv Models and Conditional Random Fields, respectively. Jin and Ho [11] learned a lexicalized HMM model to
extract aspects and opinion expressions, while Li et al. [16]
integrated two CRF variations, i.e., Skip-CRF and Tree-CRF.
All these methods require sufficient labeled samples for
training. However, it is time-consuming and labor-intensive
to label samples. On the other hand, unsupervised methods have emerged recently. The most notable unsupervised
approach was proposed by Hu and Liu [12]. They assumed
that product aspects are nouns and noun phrases. The
approach first extracts nouns and noun phrases as candidate aspects. The occurrence frequencies of the nouns
and noun phrases are counted, and only the frequent ones
are kept as aspects. Subsequently, Popescu and Etzioni [28]
developed the OPINE system, which extracts aspects based
on the KnowItAll Web information extraction system [8].
Mei et al. [22] utilized a probabilistic topic model to capture the mixture of aspects and sentiments simultaneously.
Su et al. [32] designed a mutual reinforcement strategy
to simultaneously cluster product aspects and opinion
words by iteratively fusing both content and sentiment
link information. Recently, Wu et al. [37] utilized a phrase
dependency parser to extract noun phrases from reviews as
aspect candidates. They then employed a language model
to filter out those unlikely aspects. After identifying aspects
in reviews, the next task is aspect sentiment classification,
which determines the orientation of sentiment expressed
on each aspect. Two major approaches for aspect sentiment
classification include lexicon-based and supervised learning

approaches. The lexicon-based methods are typically unsupervised. They rely on a sentiment lexicon containing a
list of positive and negative sentiment words. To generate a high-quality lexicon, the bootstrapping strategy is
usually employed. For example, Hu and Liu [12] started
with a set of adjective seed words for each opinion class
(i.e., positive or negative). They utilized synonym/antonym
relations defined in WordNet to bootstrap the seed word
set, and finally obtained a sentiment lexicon. Ding et al. [6]
presented a holistic lexicon-based method to improve Hu’s
method [12] by addressing two issues: the opinions of sentiment words would be content-sensitive and conflict in
the review. They derived a lexicon by exploiting some
constraints. On the other hand, the supervised learning
methods classify the opinions on aspects by a sentiment
classifier learned from training corpus [25]. Many learning based models are applicable, such as Support Vector
Machine (SVM), Naive Bayes and Maximum Entropy (ME)
model etc. More comprehensive literature review of aspect
identification and sentiment classification can be found
in [20]. As aforementioned, a product may have hundreds
of aspects and it is necessary to identify the important ones.
To our best knowledge, there is no previous work studying the topic of product aspect ranking. Wang et al. [34]
developed a latent aspect rating analysis model, which
aims to infer reviewer’s latent opinions on each aspect and
the relative emphasis on different aspects. This work concentrates on aspect-level opinion estimation and reviewer
rating behavior analysis, rather than on aspect ranking.
Snyder and Barzilay [31] formulated a multiple aspect ranking problem. However, the ranking is actually to predict the
ratings on individual aspects.
Document-level sentiment classification aims to classify
an opinion document as expressing a positive or negative
opinion. Existing works use unsupervised, supervised or
semi-supervised learning techniques to build documentlevel sentiment classifiers. Unsupervised method usually
relies on a sentiment lexicon containing a collection of
positive and negative sentiment words. It determines the
overall opinion of a review document based on the number of positive and negative terms in the review. Supervised
method applies existing supervised learning models, such
as SVM and Maximum entropy (ME) etc. [25], while semisupervised approach exploits abundant unlabeled reviews
together with labeled reviews to improve classification performance [30], [33]. The other related topic is extractive
review summarization, which aims to condense the source
reviews into a shorter version preserving its information
content and overall meaning. Extractive summarization
method forms the summary using the most informative
sentences and paragraphs etc. selected from the original
reviews. The most informative content generally refers to
the “most frequent" or the “most favorably positioned"
content in exiting works. The two widely used methods
are the sentence ranking and graph-based methods [10].
In these works, a scoring function was first defined to
compute the informativeness of each sentence. Sentence
ranking method [29] ranked the sentences according to their
informativeness scores and then selected the top ranked
sentences to form a summary. Graph-based method [7]
represented the sentences in a graph, where each node
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TABLE 6
Sample Extractive Summaries of the Product Sony Handycam Camcorder

corresponds to a sentence and each edge characterizes the
relation between two sentences. A random walk was then
performed over the graph to discover the most informative
sentences, which were in turn used to compose a summary.

6

C ONCLUSION

In this article, we have proposed a product aspect ranking
framework to identify the important aspects of products
from numerous consumer reviews. The framework contains
three main components, i.e., product aspect identification,
aspect sentiment classification, and aspect ranking. First, we
exploited the Pros and Cons reviews to improve aspect identification and sentiment classification on free-text reviews.
We then developed a probabilistic aspect ranking algorithm
to infer the importance of various aspects of a product from numerous reviews. The algorithm simultaneously
explores aspect frequency and the influence of consumer
opinions given to each aspect over the overall opinions.
The product aspects are finally ranked according to their
importance scores. We have conducted extensive experiments to systematically evaluate the proposed framework.
The experimental corpus contains 94,560 consumer reviews
of 21 popular products in eight domains. This corpus is
publicly available by request. Experimental results have
demonstrated the effectiveness of the proposed approaches.
Moreover, we applied product aspect ranking to facilitate two real-world applications, i.e., document-level sentiment classification and extractive review summarization.
Significant performance improvements have been obtained
with the help of product aspect ranking.
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